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Ground preparation is extremely important for the safety of the tree crew as well
as the survival of your trees. If your site is deemed unfit for the equipment that
we use for planting trees or laying fabric, your trees will not be planted and you
will be charged a mileage fee in addition to the cost of the trees.
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West McLean SCD
will make your planting as much of a priority as you make it.


The site needs to be tilled black and look like a garden. Till the soil 6-8” deep
and to the dimensions specified when you sign up.



The site needs to be tilled up and inspected the fall before planting or your
trees will NOT be ordered.
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West McLean SCD

- When your site is tilled in the fall, please call the office so that we can
inspect it and get your trees ordered. If you fail to call, your trees will not be ordered and we will not have any trees to plant in the spring.

701-463-2851

- The site needs to be tilled up the fall before to allow the root matter to
rot away and the ground to mellow before planting. If the site is not tilled up until
the spring, it is often too clumpy which creates air pockets that allow the roots to
dry out—killing the trees. Clear all rocks from the site.

www.westmcleanscd.com



The site will need to be tilled again in the spring and kept weed free after
planting until the fabric is laid. Do NOT plant a crop into the area where
trees will be planted.



IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE GROUND IS WORKED UP WELL FOR
FABRIC INSTALLATION.
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- Laying fabric can be extremely beneficial for your trees but it is detrimental to them if it comes loose because the ground preparation is poor. Loose
fabric WILL KILL your trees. Fabric does not lay well into clumpy or rocky soil
and will not function with weeds or other vegetation growing underneath.


West McLean SCD will NOT plant trees or lay fabric into sod.

Manager



Do NOT put down fertilizer—it will burn your trees.

Christina Roth



Photos on proper ground prep on the following page.
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Ground Preparation Continued...
The photos to the right are of
good ground preparation. The
ground is soft, has been tilled
adequately, and the planter
has soft dirt to pack tightly
around the trees. The survival
rate in this situation is usually
very high. Good ground preparation also results in very
nice fabric application. The
fabric machine can trench the
fabric in and roll the dirt back
over the edges, sealing it in so
that wind cannot get under it
and pull it up.

Good ground
preparation is the
most simple,
inexpensive way to
guarantee good
survival rates in your
tree planting.

The photos to the left are of
poor ground preparation. The
ground is chunky and will not
seal around the trees, which
allows the roots to dry out;
resulting in a high mortality
rate. This type of ground
preparation will also result in
fabric that comes loose because the machine cannot
trench it in and then cover it
with a consistent layer of soil.
The chunks allow the wind to
get under the fabric which will
rip an entire row of fabric up
in no time.
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How to Care for New Trees


Water—trees need water. Water trees every two weeks if there has not been any rain. You may water
your trees into the fall up until the ground freezes.



A sprinkler that covers the entire root zone or a slow trickle of water across the entire root zone seems
to work the best.



Control weeds—young trees do not compete well with weeds and grass.



Fabric helps the prevent competition but it does not eliminate the issue. Weeds can still grow in the slots
where the trees come up and need to be pulled out carefully.



Fabric needs to be monitored and cut away from the trunks of trees as they grow so that it does not girdle the tree and kill it or stunt its growth.



Pruning & Transplanting—If you want to transplant or prune trees, it is best to do so in the early spring
while the tree is dormant.



Prevent any damage from weather and animals by placing tree tubes around deciduous trees. Plantskyyd
is a product that can also help protect against animals browsing on your trees if tubes are not an option.

Windbreak Functionality—When to Replace Trees
Windbreaks lose efficiency when there are gaps between trees. Wind will funnel
through the gaps and can worsen snow drifting in the area that should be protected.
Schedule replacement trees for:


Adult trees which are dying or have been severely damaged or drowned



Deciduous trees which do not leaf out in the spring should be monitored
throughout the summer and if they do not leaf out should be scheduled for replacement



Conifers which do not show any new growth or have lost their needles



If there are stretches in a tree row where all of the trees have died, there may be
a variation in soil type causing the trees to die. The SCD can look at the soil type
and recommend a species of tree that will survive in those areas.

Left:
Tree being
girdled by
fabric

Right:
Weakened spot on the
tree after fabric was
cut away

Order replacement
trees in the fall in order
to ensure that we will
have the correct
species for you in the
spring!!

Maintaining Weed Barrier Fabric
Installing weed barrier fabric will decrease, but NOT ELIMINATE
maintenance for your tree planting.


Pull weeds that come up next to trees



Check each tree annually and cut fabric back as the trees grows
so it does not girdle the tree and weaken, stunt, or kill it.



Place rocks in spots that the wind catches



Shovel dirt onto any edges that come up to prevent wind from
catching the fabric and tearing it up

How to Plant a Tree by Hand

Weed Control Between Tree Rows


First years—it is recommended to keep the soil tilled black between tree rows for the first few years until the
trees are well established and have good root systems.



Established trees—many people decide to plant grass in between tree rows once their trees are established
and growing well. If you choose to plant grass, choose a species that competes minimally with the trees.
‘Bunch’ grasses are generally better than grasses that form a sod. The grass should be mowed throughout the
summer and if there is no fabric over your tree rows, you will want to maintain about two feet on either side
of your tree rows that is competition free.



Suggested grass species include:
- Blue Gramma
- Side-oats Gramma

